
Term 3 Remote Learning:  Activity 4.                                  ALL THINGS SPRING.                      Prep – Grade 6 SCIENCE           
Choose one or more of the activities below. 

1. Go for a walk. (around the backyard, around the block, etc)        2. Draw a picture about spring/ Make a list. 
3. Make a list of things to plant in the veggie garden in spring         4. Take photos about spring. (best suited for grade 2 to 6) 

 

ACTIVITY 1: Go for a walk. Junior children to walk with an adult.  
Equipment needed: somewhere permitted- backyard, farm, around the 
block, etc 
Instructions: 
Go for a walk and look for signs that spring is here.  
 
Talk about spring with your child. 
(Plants, animals, weather warming up, wind, the things we do in spring, etc) 
 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY 3: Make a list of the things to plant in the veggie garden in spring. 

Equipment: paper, pencil 

optional- garden magazine or books, seed packets 

 

Instructions: 

Make a list of things that can be planted in the veggie garden in spring. 

EXTRA: plant some seeds or seedlings in the veggie garden and watch them 

grow. 

 

ACTIVITY 2: Draw a picture about spring OR Make a list of what you saw. 

Equipment: pencils, texta, paper 

Instructions:  

Draw a picture of your walk or what you talked about on your walk. 

OR Make a list of the things you saw. 

 

ACTIVITY 4: Take photos  

Equipment: iPad, phone or digital camera 

Instructions: TOPIC – SPRING IS HERE 

Use the rule of thirds to take photos (some cameras have this feature to help 

you) 

Using the Rule of Thirds to compose photographs ensures that viewers are 
immediately drawn to your subject without distraction or visual confusion.  
This grid serves as the framework on which the subject and objects of interest are 
positioned. The four points where the lines intersect are the strongest focal points, 
and the lines themselves are the second strongest focal points. 
The theory behind the rule is that placing objects of interest on the intersection 
points or along the lines rather than in the centre of the picture will not only create 
a balanced and visually appealing image, it will enable viewers to interact with the 
image more naturally.  

 

Here are two examples of photos using the rule of thirds. 

Send your 3 best photos to your teacher. There will be a prize for the best photos 
for each year level. 


